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Seeing that he was very nervous, Maria quickly said, “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, I just 
heard the explosion in the southern suburbs,”
“And you appeared in the hot spring in a few seconds, and it’s only been half an 
hour since you got here.
He finally breathed a sigh of relief when he heard this.
Maria remembered something from his previous muttering, and suddenly smiled 
and said, “By the way, the pill!”
After that, she quickly got up, and took out the one that Charlie left for her from 
the wooden box beside the bed.
Afterward, she quickly returned to Charlie, handed the elixir to his mouth, and said 
with a smile, “Mr. Wade, look, the elixir you left for me came in handy now!”
Charlie said awkwardly “The things I gave you are important to you, how dare I eat 
them…”
Maria smiled and said, “Mr. Wade, you don’t have to be polite to me, after all, you 
saved my life, let alone this pill It was also given by you.”
She said, without waiting for Charlie’s response, she directly stuffed the pill into 
Charlie’s mouth.
The elixir melted in his mouth, and the pure medicinal effect instantly made Charlie 
feel more comfortable all over his body. His body, which was completely immobile, 
also regained some mobility.
However, his injury was too serious after all. With such a small amount of medicine, 
it is still difficult to heal him completely. The injuries to his bones, meridians, and 
dantian are still very serious. Right now, he has completely lost his fighting power, 
and he is afraid that even a three-year-old child can beat him.
What’s more, the spiritual energy in his body has completely disappeared at this 
moment, and this kind of medicine can’t replenish it at all.
Only by going back to the Champs Elysees Hot Spring Villa and taking the 
Remodeling Pill and Cultivation Pill can it be completely restored.
However, he still can’t care about the pill at the moment, because he still has many 
questions that he expects Maria to answer for him.
So, he asked again, “Miss Lin, I…how on earth…how did I appear here?”



Maria smiled slightly, pointed to the ring on his middle finger, and said softly, “Mr. 
Wade appeared here because you wore the ring I gave you.”
Charlie glanced at it. He frowned and asked, “But what does it have to do with 
these?”
Maria smiled and said, “Of course, it has something to do with it, because it was the
one who sent you to see Maria.”
Hearing what Maria said, Charlie was terrified!
He murmured subconsciously, “A mere ring can send a living person here?! This… 
how is this possible?!”
Maria chuckled, and said seriously, “Mr. Wade, this ring can. It’s not just as simple as
sending you here, even though I don’t know what you went through just now, I can 
be sure that it saved your life.”
Charlie came back to his senses and blurted out, “You are right… With my strength, 
it was impossible for me to escape by chance, and I can still appear here alive, all 
thanks to this ring…”
Maria nodded slightly, and said with a smile, “This ring has q very powerful ability is
that it can send you to the person you want to see the most at your most 
dangerous moment. No matter how far you are from her, as long as you think of 
her in your heart, the ring will let you immediately and out of thin air make you 
appear in front of her!”
Hearing Maria’s words, Charlie frowned subconsciously and asked, “How is this 
possible…you must be lying to me.”
“How could it be?” Maria said firmly, “It’s absolutely true! I can swear on my life.”
Charlie shook his head, and said very seriously and frankly, “Let me just believe 
what you said, this ring can indeed send people in front of other people, but when 
Jermo suddenly exploded just now, I didn’t think about you… …I was thinking of my
dead parents…”
As he spoke, Charlie couldn’t help muttering again, “It seems that at the end, my 
wife flashed in my mind. If it’s like what you said, I should It’s right to be sent to my 
wife by the ring…”
Maria pursed her lips, and said with a bit of sadness, “Mr. Wade, I didn’t lie to you, I 
naturally know that you won’t think of me when you are dying.”



“Er, it’s just that this ring was left to me by my father before he died, because he 
wanted to see me the most, so the ring sent him to me;”
Charlie was dumbfounded when he heard that! Unexpectedly, this ring actually has 
such a magical effect!
At this time, Maria paused for a moment, and continued, “Father left this ring to 
me, and later, I gave this ring to Mr. Wade in Northern Europe…”
Then, Maria changed the topic, and Said, “However, although I gave it to Mr. Wade,
in fact, this ring has already recognized my father as the main person, so when Mr. 
Wade was in danger today, it felt the pain you encountered.”
“I also remember that my father wanted to see me the most before he died, so it 
sent you to me just like it sent my father last time.”
Charlie was shocked and speechless for a long time!
After a long time, he asked inexplicably, “As you said, this ring is simply a magic 
weapon that can save people from death. Why did you give it to me? It is such a 
precious thing?”
Maria laughed at herself and said, “The ring is not a perpetual motion machine. It 
needs a lot of spiritual energy to send a living person thousands of miles or even 
thousands of miles away in an instant. I don’t have spiritual energy, so wearing it is 
useless.”
As she spoke, Looking at Charlie again, she asked, “Mr. Wade must have poured a 
lot of aura into this ring, right?”
He sighed, “It turns out that it sucked my spiritual energy so that it could save me 
from fire and water one day…”
Charlie suddenly thought of something, and asked her quickly, “But didn’t you 
participate in military training at the university? I remember I told you, don’t leave 
school these days, why are you here0?”
Maria replied, “Two days ago, there was a sudden thunderstorm in the suburbs, I 
noticed something was wrong, and I calculated that Mr. Wade would be doomed, 
so I hurried back. I didn’t go anywhere for the past two days, and I didn’t let anyone
enter the yard. I was afraid that you would show up at any time. If you suddenly 
appeared like today when I was sleeping in the dormitory with Claudia, How should
you explain it to her? Is it possible to erase her memory again?”



When Charlie thought that he might appear nak3d in the female dormitory of the 
university, he suddenly felt uncomfortable all over, so he could only laugh for a 
while.
“It turns out that Ms. Lin had already calculated that I would have a catastrophe and
that I might be sent to see you by this ring, so you came back early and waited for 
you. Thank you so much!”
“Mr. Wade, you are welcome. As Maria said, she couldn’t help saying shyly, “It’s just 
that Maria has calculated everything, and never thought that Mr. Wade would show
up when Maria was taking a b@th…”
Charlie couldn’t help but feel a little embarrassed when he recalled just now.
Immediately, he could only change the topic, and asked suspiciously, “By the way, 
you don’t have aura, why didn’t I erase your memory in Northern Europe that day?”
Maria sighed softly, “Hey…that’s a long story.”
After that, she saw that Charlie’s lips were chapped and he couldn’t help 
swallowing, so she quickly asked, “Mr. Wade must be thirsty, right?”
Charlie nodded slightly.
Maria giggled, and said, “It just so happens that I still have the last piece of Pu’er 
tea cake left, and I have never been willing to drink it. I just waited for the day when
I could cook it herself for Mr. Wade to taste. wait a moment!”
Charlie said hurriedly “Miss Lin, you don’t need to be so troublesome, just pour me 
a glass of water!”
Maria stood up and said without looking back, “The tea cake that I kept is the best 
Pu’er tea cake in the world. If you don’t try it, you will definitely regret it in the 
future!”
After speaking, Maria said, “Besides, I will start talking about everything that Mr. 
Wade is curious about from that piece of tea cake.”
After finishing speaking, she Without waiting for Charlie to respond, hurriedly went 
to fetch her full set of tea sets, as well as the piece of Pu’er tea cake that she had 
always treasured.
Back in front of the bed, Maria carefully lit the charcoal made of olives in the 
copper stove, and then took advantage of the interval of boiling water to take apart
the age-old Pu’er tea cake, and pried a piece open with an exquisite Pu’er tea knife.



The moment the tea leaves were just unpacked, Charlie smelled a special tea 
fragrance that he had never experienced before.
This kind of tea fragrance is very rich and mellow, and after a long period of 
fermentation and storage, the smell of the tea cake itself also has a simple and 
unsophisticated atmosphere that cannot be described in words, which makes 
people feel refreshed and happy.
Charlie watched his father drink tea since he was a child, and occasionally he could 
drink a cup and a half with him, so he is quite knowledgeable about tea, but he has 
never seen such a special tea. It is not an exaggeration to say that in this area In 
front of Pu’er tea cakes, all Pu’er teas are eclipsed!
Maria elegantly boiled water to make tea. After the tea leaves entered the water, 
they quickly dispersed when encountering high temperature, and a more intense 
tea fragrance came to his nostrils immediately, which made Charlie feel that his 
mind was awakened by the tea fragrance.
Immediately, Maria poured the brewed tea into a small Jianzhan cup, then handed 
the clear tea soup to Charlie, and said with a smile, “Mr. Wade, try it.” Charlie took 
the cup and sniffed it gently under his nose, and took another sip.”
“The tea soup tasted extremely rich and sweet, and the perfect combination of 
smell and taste made Charlie’s eyes widen in surprise.
He couldn’t help sighing, “This tea is so perfect, it definitely surpasses all my 
knowledge of Pu’er tea. May I ask Ms. Lin, where did you get such a good tea?” 
Maria said with a smile,
“This cake tea was made three hundred years ago from the tea leaves of an ancient 
Pu’er tea tree called the mother of Pu’er tea. It is the mother plant of all Pu’er teas, 
and all Pu’er teas in the world are They all bred from it, and they were the earliest 
tea growers who kept breaking off its branches and taking them to various places 
to re-cultivate and plant them, so that the Pu-erh tea that was later sold all over the
country came into being.”
Charlie exclaimed, “Is this tea really 300 years old?”
Maria nodded, “It’s absolutely true, but this tree was struck by lightning three 
hundred years ago and turned into charcoal. What Mr. Wade is drinking now is the 
last cake of tea it produced in the last year. After drinking the cake and tea, the 
world will no longer have this taste.”



Charlie asked curiously, “Did the tea seller tell you this story?”
“No.” Maria shook her head lightly, turned around and took A small package, 
carefully opened it, inside, is a piece of lightning strike wood with a long history!
Maria took out the lightning strike wood and said quietly, “Everything that lives for 
a long time has its doom. People who practice Taoism are no exception, and this 
tree is no exception. It has lived for tens of thousands of years and bred countless 
tea plants, but it also has its own catastrophe to overcome, and this is what it looks 
like after it fails.”
Charlie asked suspiciously, “Why do you know so clearly?”
Maria glanced at Charlie and then looked down at the piece in her hand. Her 
expression seemed to be struggling.
After a while, she raised her head and met Charlie’s gaze with those clear eyes.
Her red lips parted slightly and she said, “Because… three hundred years ago, my 
slave family stood by the Tianchi Lake in southern Yunnan and watched. It crosses 
the catastrophe…”
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